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FOCUS
CRIMINAL LIABILITY OF THE 
INDIVIDUAL CONSUMER ON 
THE INTERNET
Receiving training for terrorist purposes, including self-study
Autonomous offences on obtaining or viewing content
EU Directive 2017/541, and its implementation
UK Section 58 Terrorism Act 2000 (recently amended)
FR art. 421-2-5-2 CP (twice annulled)
General tendency to intervene in 
earlier stages of the iter criminis
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OVERVIEW
LEGITIMACY TEST OF 
INFORMATION-RELATED 
OFFENCES* ON THE 
INTERNET IN THE CONTEXT 
OF COUNTER-TERRORISM
*self-study, obtaining and 
viewing terrorist material
SUBSIDIARITY 01
 The insufficiency of other measures:
the revival of “necessity”
 Substantive principles underpinning
criminalization: the issue of remote
harms
PROPORTIONALITY02
 Proportionality in its traditional criminal law
meaning
 Proportionality from a human rights perspective
THE RIGHT TO 
SEEK, RECEIVE 
AND IMPART 
INFORMATION
LEGITIMACY TEST
SUBSIDIARITY PROPORTIONALITY LEGALITY
ULTIMA RATIO (1) To what extent are other measures considered insufficient; and (2) What
criteria should the legislator apply when deciding whether to proscribe certain conduct?
01 THE INSUFFICIENCY OF OTHER MEASURES: THE REVIVAL OF “NECESSITY”
X
 Courts generally reluctant to question relevance of a criminal law provision
 Landmark cases: French Constitutional Court 2016-611 QPC & 2017-625 QPC
 Existing powers and means in this context already sufficiently broad
 Caused a lot of debate in the midst of scholars
<-> European Court of Human Rights: more lenient
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ULTIMA RATIO (1) To what extent are other measures considered insufficient; and (2) What
criteria should the legislator apply when deciding whether to proscribe certain conduct?
02 SUBSTANTIVE PRINCIPLES UNDERPINNING CRIMINALIZATION
HARM PRINCIPLE
X
OFFENCE 
PRINCIPLE
PATERNALISM
PRINCIPLE OF 
MORALITY
THE ISSUE OF 
REMOTE HARMS
Conduct gives rise to a danger that a harm may potentially be
committed in the future; subjective view of endangerment
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02 SUBSTANTIVE PRINCIPLES UNDERPINNING CRIMINALIZATION
X
THE ISSUE OF REMOTE HARMS
 Multiple assessment tools in legal doctrine (e.g. SHA)
 Focus: gravity and likelihood of the eventual harm
No causal link 
radicalization
opinion vs action
TRAINING: 
for purposes of 
committing vs
contributing to
terrorist offence
AUTONOMOUS: 
hardly any intent
requirement
UK: “document or 
record of a kind likely
to be useful” 
FR: no intent; 
“adherence to the
ideology” 
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02 SUBSTANTIVE PRINCIPLES UNDERPINNING CRIMINALIZATION
X
THE ISSUE OF REMOTE HARMS
 Result:
 Conduct itself of otherwise lawful and harmless nature
 Mens rea requirements insufficient
 Fair imputation? 
 Individual user versus creators and publishers
01 PROPORTIONALITY FROM A HUMAN RIGHTS PERSPECTIVE
LEGITIMACY TEST
SUBSIDIARITY PROPORTIONALITY LEGALITY
FREEDOM OF INFORMATION AND ACCESS TO THE INTERNET
X
Article 10 primarily “prohibits a Government from restricting a
person from receiving information that others wish or may be
willing to impart to him”
Increasing role of the Internet as a virtual terrorist training ground
Increasing role of the Internet as a part of the freedom of information
VERSUS
THE RIGHT TO 
SEEK, RECEIVE 
AND IMPART 
INFORMATION
LEGITIMACY TEST
SUBSIDIARITY PROPORTIONALITY LEGALITYX
The Internet has now become one of the principal means by which individuals exercise their right to
freedom to receive and impart information and ideas, providing as it does essential tools for
participation in activities and discussions concerning political issues and issues of general interest
(see Ahmet Yıldırım, § 54). (…) Moreover, as to the importance of Internet sites in the exercise of
freedom of expression, the Court reiterates that “in the light of its accessibility and its capacity to store
and communicate vast amounts of information, the Internet plays an important role in enhancing the
public’s access to news and facilitating the dissemination of information in general” (see Times
Newspapers Ltd v. the United Kingdom (nos. 1 and 2), nos. 3002/03 and 23676/03, § 27, ECHR
2009). User-generated expressive activity on the Internet provides an unprecedented platform for the
exercise of freedom of expression (see Delfi AS v. Estonia [GC], no. 64569/09, § 110, ECHR 2015).
ECtHR, Cengiz and others v Turkey, paras. 49 and 52
02 PROPORTIONALITY FROM A HUMAN RIGHTS PERSPECTIVE
LEGITIMACY TEST
SUBSIDIARITY PROPORTIONALITY LEGALITY
FREEDOM OF INFORMATION AND ACCESS TO THE INTERNET
X
Case law primarily on measures blocking acces to certain websites,
the removal of defamatory blog posts and comments, liability of
publishers, etc.
NOT: Criminal liability of consumer who merely downloaded or viewed
content.
Exception: Jobe v UK
Complaint on TACT 2000 S.58 (collection of
information) was declared inadmissible
(manifestly ill-founded).
=> ‘reasonable excuse’ => “entirely fair balance”
RESTRICTION CLAUSE IN ARTICLE 10(2) ECHR
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Legality test
Legitimacy test
Democratic necessity test
LEGITIMACY TEST
SUBSIDIARITY PROPORTIONALITY LEGALITYX
 A pressing social need
 Ideas and information that offend, shock or disturb
 Large margin of appreciation
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Who
invokes the
right?
Intent
Probability & 
seriousness of 
the
consequences
Character
interference
Content 
message
What
behaviour? 
(actus reus)
Severity of 
sanction
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Individual consumer
Creators and publishers of content
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CRITERIA CASE LAW
“instructions”
“messages, images or representations that directly encourage the commission of
terrorist acts, or defends these acts”
VERSUS
VERSUS “a document or record of a kind likely to be useful”
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CRITERIA CASE LAW
“active conduct”
“collecting, making, possessing, viewing or otherwise accessing”VERSUS
VERSUS “habitually accessing”
‘Three clicks’ discussion
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CRITERIA CASE LAW
Supra ; “reasonable defence” discussion
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No scientific proof of a causal link
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Criminal law as adequate tool? Supra
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CRITERIA CASE LAW
Proportionality in its traditional meaning
BROAD PRINCIPLE Covering not only the traditional meaning as a guiding principle for the
sentence, but also as a framework to determine whether and to what extent fundamental rights
and freedoms can be limited by governmental intervention.
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PROPORTIONALITY OF THE PUNISHMENT WITH RESPECT
TO THE SERIOUSNESS OF THE CRIME
LEGITIMACY TEST
SUBSIDIARITY PROPORTIONALITY LEGALITY
Scope of the offences expanded
<-> Sentences increased
X
FR: annulled provision
consultation online 
material
UK : Collection 
of information
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CONCLUSION LEGISLATURE SHOULD TAKE GREATER 
ACCOUNT OF FUNDAMENTAL VALUES
DELINEATE CRIMINAL LIABILITY 
subsidiarity & proportionality
only those cases in which there 
is a likely risk to future harm
BUILD-IN SUFFICIENT SAFEGUARDS IN 
CRIMINAL LAW PROVISIONS 
actus reus, mens rea, clear language, 
proportionate sentences
LEGITIMACY TEST OF 
INFORMATION-RELATED 
OFFENCES* ON THE 
INTERNET IN THE 
CONTEXT OF COUNTER-
TERRORISM
*self-study, obtaining and 
viewing terrorist material
Criminalization of passive activity is a
dangerous direction of travel.
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